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The 1906 earthquake and fire that devastated San Francisco was the greatest calamity ever to befall an
American city. More than 3,000 people were killed, 28,188 buildings destroyed and 522 blocks leveled in the

square-mile burned area - one twice as large as that consumed by the great Chicago fire of 1871.

There are almost no tangible signs remaining of that urban apocalypse. The burned buildings were quickl
demolished, new homes and offices constructed. But there is one part of the city where you can still find signs
of the aftermath- the streets and alleys in a small area South of Market, between Fifth and Eighth streets and
Missionand Brannanstreets.

-called subsidence zone is filled with off-kilter buildings, strange shifts in street level and, most
dramatically, buildings whose first stories are almost entirelyburied.

South ofMarket was mostly "made land," created when 19th century San Franciscans dumped tons of garbage
and sandinto the swamps surrounding Mission Bay, the once-vast estuary whose irregular shoreline fronted
what is now Brannan Street and whose rivulets and streams ran as far west as 20th and Floridastreets.

Shakingtheground

Even inthe 19th century, people realized that San Francisco's reclaimed ground was unstable: In his 1878 book,
"A History of the City of San Francisco,"John S. Hittell noted that a man jumping on ground near City Hall,
which was built over a stream, "could give it a perceptible shiver." He also claimed that a cow once sank out of
sight into theground.

The shock waves of the earthquake of April 18, 1906, coming from the west at 7,000 mph, struck the South of
Market with incredible force, smashing the unstable land into Rincon Hill to the east. The watery soil liquefied,
causingbuildings to collapse with horrific loss of life.

After theearthquake and fire, the area was rebuilt, mostly with two- and three-story wooden structures. But
landfill over swampy ground tends to subside, and in the years after they were built, the structures began

6 feet belowstreet

As geologistDoris Sloan notes in "Geology of the San Francisco Bay Region," the streets in the affected area
were raised to grade in 1930 and again in 1950, to allow emergency vehicles better access. Some buildings were
also raised to the new street level in 1930, but it was too expensive to raise them in1950.



halves are above thesidewalk.

Anothertelltale sign of sinking ground is the grade of the alleys themselves. Many are noticeably lower than the
streets they intersect,giving those intersections an odd, Dutch dike-like quality.

Severalvacant lots in the area are also well below street level. Some streets, like Dore near Folsom, are
themselves irregularly graded. And the many cracked, leaning and generally catawampus buildings in the area
contribute to its weird and unsettledcharacter.

But the most surreal survivor is found at 623 Natoma St., between Mission and Howard and Seventh and
Eighth. At first glance, there is nothing noteworthy about this nondescript gray building. But a closer look
reveals asunken doorway on the left side- one so far below street level that it's barely visible.

likecave

Weirdly, a heavy hinged metal plate with a handle on it covers the steep staircase leading down to the
underground entrance. To get in and out, you have to raise the plate.

If anyone actually resides in this mole-like cave, they have the most unusual front door in San Francisco
live closer to the 1906 earthquake than anyone else intown.


